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Abstract. Software development is a complex process that requires disciplined
engineering approaches. Empirical studies show that companies still don’t
document their development practice, or if they do, these are not up-to-date and
do not reflect how they really develop software. The main objective of this paper
is to propose an approach that can help companies in documenting their real
development practice. Comparing to existing approaches that require substantial
effort on the side of project members, our approach extracts information on
development practice directly from software repositories. Five companies have
been studied to identify information that can be retrieved from software
repositories. Based on this, an approach to reconstruct development practice has
been developed. The approach has been evaluated on a real software repository
shared by an additional company. The results confirm that software repository
information suffice for the reconstruction of various aspects of development
process, i.e. disciplines, activities, roles, and artifacts.
Keywords: Software development method; Software repository; Development
practice; Development method; Development project.

1.

Introduction

Software development requires a systematic and disciplined approach to assure the
quality of the process and its results, i.e. the software that we develop 1. This has been
recognized already in the early beginnings of the software development era and has led
to the construction of many software development methods.1 Over the years, it then
turned out that there is no ideal development method that could fit to all kinds of
projects, even in the context of a single organization. How suitable a particular
development method is, actually depends on many factors, ranging from project and
organization characteristics to the characteristics of the development team. These
findings have been identified by many researchers, e.g. [2–9].

1

In this paper, we use the term software development method to denote the work that we do to structure, plan,
control and perform the development of an information system. With the term method we cover all
important aspects of the development lifecycle, i.e. activities to be carried out, artefacts to be developed,
techniques to be used, roles to be assigned etc.
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One of the research fields that emerged as a result of the aforementioned problems, is
method engineering. Researchers in this field devoted a lot of effort to find suitable
solutions. One of them is the so called situational method engineering, which is a
process of constructing development methods specifically attuned to the needs of
projects [10]. Such development methods would either be composed of fragments of
other development methods or created by tailoring the development method that is
generally used and known to the organization. Unfortunately, there are several obstacles
that hinder the application of situational method engineering in practice [11, 12]. One is
for instance that we need somebody who is capable of applying the method engineering
process (must be familiar with various development methods, method fragments etc.)
and what is even more challenging, we need enough time before starting the project so
that this person can do the job. In real settings, where projects are almost always run in
very tight schedules, this is rarely the case [13–15].
Problem statement. Based on our experience from introducing the situational method
engineering process in practice 16 and from related research findings (e.g. 17),
companies see as beneficial if they are able to document and monitor actual work on
development projects and compare it with their prescribed methods. In this way, they
can detect deviations if they occur. Doing this manually is however, very timeconsuming and perceived by developers as an unnecessary burden. An approach is thus
needed that does not require more than just a minimal effort from developers.
Objective. The objective of our research is to solve the above problem by
reconstructing information about the project performance from the data that is captured
in software repositories. We assume that software repositories contain enough data to
reconstruct at least the main method elements (i.e. disciplines, activities, artifacts).
Moreover, the objective is to support post-development analysis to learn how the project
was performed and to possibly identify its positive and negative aspects in relation to its
outcome, and also during the project performance, so as to detect situations that might
lead to project failures.
Contribution. The main contribution of the research presented in this paper is the
approach that facilitates the reconstruction of the development method elements from
software repositories. In contrast to existing approaches that only enable the
reconstruction of disciplines (e.g. analysis, design, development) or focus on the
development phase only, our approach enables the reconstruction on a more detailed
level, including additional development method elements.
Outline. The paper is organized in ten sections. In Section 2, we explain how the
research was performed (research design), giving also a brief information on the
participating companies. In Section 3 and 4, we describe the suggested approach with
Section 3 focusing on the analysis of the software repository content and Section 4 on
the reconstruction of the development method elements. Section 5 covers the evaluation
and its results, which are discussed in Section 6. Section 7 provides the information on
threats to validity. In Section 8, we position our research within related work and,
finally, Section 9 concludes the paper.
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Research Method

This section gives a brief description of the research design. Our research was motivated
by the following research question:
Does the information stored in software repositories suffice for the reconstruction of
basic characteristics of the software development methods that were de facto used in the
corresponding software development projects?

2.1.

Data Collection Procedure

Data were first collected from five software companies whose business is software
development (see Table 1 for their profiles). The companies shared their software
repositories with us (limited to selected projects only) and provided their personnel
(project managers) for qualitative analysis. For the evaluation step, an additional
company joined the research. Its data (software repository) and personnel were used to
validate the research findings.
Table 1. Profiles of participating companies.

Company
Marand d.o.o.
Comtrade d.o.o.

Ekipa 2 d.o.o.
Optilab d.o.o.

Adacta d.o.o.

2.2.

Company profile
Company with around 100 employees that develop innovative
and easy to use healthcare IT products.
Large company with over 500 employees. They develop IT
solutions for different industries, including government, financial
institutions, healthcare, telecommunication providers.
Company with over 200 employees. They are focusing on
development of entertaining mobile apps and games.
Small company of about 30 employees. They develop complex
information systems for clients from the financial sector, utilities
and healthcare.
Company, with over 350 professionals that provides support to
400 regional and international clients. They are specialized in
developing and implementing business IT solutions and business
consulting.

Research Approach

To answer the research question, the following approach was used:
• Step1: analysis of software repository content: the purpose of this step was to find
out what kind of supporting tools the participating companies are using within
software development and, more importantly, what kind of attributes they capture in
software repositories. For further research, we assumed that attributes which we
found in all repositories (from the involved companies), are generic and could be
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thus found also in any other software repository (i.e. from any other software
development company).
• Step 2: development of the algorithms for automatic reconstruction of
development method elements from software repositories: the purpose of this
step was to develop algorithms (and tools support) that will allow us to reconstruct
the development method elements from software repositories. The objective was to
reconstruct the development method elements that represent valuable information for
project managers and other project team members. Using semi-structured interviews
with project managers from the participating companies, we identified the main
development method elements of their interest. For each of these elements we then
developed algorithms for their reconstruction.
• Step 3: evaluation: the findings from the first step and the algorithms developed in
the second step were evaluated by involving another company in the research. At
first, we checked whether our assumption about generic attributes holds in their case
and then employed our algorithms to reconstruct the selected development method
elements from the repository on the recently finished project. Finally, we discussed
the accuracy and usefulness of the reconstructed software development elements
with their project manager.
In the rest of the paper, each of these steps is described in more detail.

3. Analysis of Software Repository Content
As a first step we asked companies to provide us access to their development
environments or just give us snapshots of their software repositories. This was not easy
to get due to the privacy and security issues, but eventually we got enough data to get a
good picture on what they use and collect. As we expected, the companies were quite
similar in terms of the type of tasks for which they were using computerized support
(e.g. revision control, issue/bug tracking, document management, etc.) but differed to a
certain extent in the actual tools they were using. Among the tools that we found, the
most common were:
• Jira, Bugzilla or DevTrack for issue/bug tracking (ITS)
• Subversion or Git for revision control (RCS)
• Sharepoint or LogicalDOC as a document management system (DMS)
Additionally, some companies were using tools for other tasks, such as for managing
code reviews (e.g. Cruicable, Reitveld) or for managing team collaboration (e.g. Slack,
Confluence, Skype). But since these tasks did not have computerized support in all
companies and in some cases data cannot be obtained due to the privacy issues, we did
not analyze them further.
For each company and tool, we then examined what kind of data they actually store in
their databases or logs. In Fig. 1, you can see the set of attributes that we were able to
find in software repositories of all five participating companies.
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DMS

Issue
Issue id
Title
Description
Type
Assignee
Reporter
Resolver
Created
Resolved
Workﬂow
Resolution

Int/String
String
String
String
User
User
User
Timestamp
Timestamp
Workﬂow
String

Commit
Revision id
Int/String
User
User
Timestamp
Timestamp
Message
String
Changes
ChangeType[]
Type
char
File
File

Fig. 1. Selected attributes from systems comprising the project’s software repository.

The next step was to check how well the data from different tools comprising
software repositories can be linked together. Remember that a software repository is not
a standalone physical database but rather represents a logical view on several databases
and logs from different systems. In our study, we found that important logical
connections exist between issues and commits, which both carry important information
and are kept track of in software development. While an issue represents a problem or
associated tasks that need to be carried out in order to solve a specific problem, a
commit refers to changes on specific files that are a result of solving the problem or task
and are put back into the repository. Issues and commits are however managed in
different systems and thus not necessarily linked. The link can be established if the
commit message (Fig. 1) carries enough information so that we can identify which issue
it is connected with. For unlinked commits and issues, techniques such as Frlink can be
used 18. Let us also note that linking commits with issues is a good development
practice that has been practiced in open source community for a long time 19 and should
be enforced by the companies that want to raise the quality of their development
processes.
Another challenge for establishing connections between data collected through
various systems into a software repository, is to link user accounts created in these
systems that refer to the same user. This is almost always the case, as software
repositories usually comprise tools of different vendors and the single-sign-on option is
not available. For this purpose, various existing entity resolution and identity merge
algorithms can be used. In our case, we use the one published by Goeminne and Mens
20.
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4.

Algorithms for Automatic Reconstruction of Software
Development Method Elements

As written in the introduction, our objective is to enable reconstruction of more detailed
information about the development methods used on projects than existing approaches
enable, and to do this without any substantial involvement of developers. The existing
approaches [21-24] focus on the reconstruction of disciplines (i.e. they are able to tell
how much effort was spent for analysis, design etc. or how these disciplines were
following one another) or they go into details on the development phase only (i.e. by
focusing on the issue lifecycle). In contrast, our goal is to focus on the whole project,
and not just the development phase and to reconstruct more than just the disciplines. In
this section, we first describe the meta model that was constructed in cooperation with
the participating companies and then describe how this information can be reconstructed
from the repositories. The steps for reconstructing the project specific software
development method are shown in the Fig. 2. In the figure each step has a link to the
section in which it is explained in more details.
INPUTS

ACTIVITIES

OUTPUTS
Base method

Developers
knowledge

Construct base
method
Section 4.2.

Section 4.2.

Documentation
[project
ﬁnished]
Software repositories

RCS

ITS

DMS

Method Metamodel

Section 4.1.

Observe
repositories
Reconstructed project
speciﬁc method

[new issue
resolved]

Analyze project
performance
Appendix A.

Reconstruct
method elements

Base method
[reconstructed
elements are compliant
with the BM?]
Section 4.2.
Updated base method

Get new insights
and update BM
Developers
knowledge

Section 4.3.

Section 4.2.

Fig. 2. Diagram showing the steps used during the reconstruction of the project specific software
development method. BM is used as acronym for “base method”.
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Metamodels of Software Development Methods

Development methods can be described by a number of different concepts, including
phases, disciplines, deliverables, activities, techniques, examples, roles, experiences, life
cycles, tools, etc. A number of different metamodels exist that underpin existing
development methods 25. For the purpose of our research, we followed the SPEM
metamodel 26. Its basics, including the separation of method and process concepts, were
briefly described to the participating companies. Afterwards, the companies were asked
to identify the main method meta elements that they would be interested in
reconstructing from the software repositories. Linking data from software repositories to
SPEM metaelements has also been done by others [27, 28]. The final selection, that was
influenced also by the data that is actually captured in software repositories, included the
following method meta elements:
Disciplines: a discipline presents a set of activities that are closely related in the sense
that they all contribute to the same overall goal (e.g. Analysis, Design,
Implementation).
Activities: an activity presents a general unit of work assignable to a specific performer
(Develop a use case, Design GUI, etc.). As a result of an activity, different
deliverables (artifacts) can be produced.
User roles: a user role is responsible for performing activities and producing the
required artifacts (e.g. Developer, Analyst, Architect, etc.). Note that several project
members can be assigned to a single user role.
Artifacts: an artifact is a result produced as part of performing a particular activity (e.g.
Source code, Unit test).
The metamodel is represented in Fig. 3. Each discipline consists of one or many
activities while an activity belongs to exactly one discipline. An activity can be
connected with none, one or many artifacts and an artifact with one or many activities.
For each activity, there is exactly one user role assigned, but for a particular user role
there might be several activities that the user role is responsible for. The recursive
relationship on the meta element Activity designates that activities are dependent on each
other, which is due to the fact that they need to be performed in a certain order.
Fig. 3 also indicates the relationships of the metamodel elements with software
repository concepts. The three most important concepts, originating from a software
repository, are a file, an issue, and a user. The concept file designates a physical file that
is stored in a revision control system or document management system, the concept issue
represents an issue from an issue tracking system, and finally the concept user denotes
user accounts from any of the software repository systems. The meaning of the
relationships among metamodel elements and software repository concepts is as follows:
Artifacts are in relationship with files (stored in software repository) that represent the
artifact. Each artifact can be related to none, one or several files while a file belongs
to exactly one artifact.
Each issue requires a certain amount of work to be done. This work might be
represented as an activity. A good development practice is that each issue is
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connected to exactly one activity while activities might resolve several issues at
once.
Users represent project team members with user accounts in a software repository.
Several users can be assigned to a particular user role and vice versa, a particular
user can play more than just a single user role in the observed project.

File

ITS

is linked via
commit to

0..n

Issue

0..1

is assigned to

0..n

0..n

0..n

0..n

User
0..n

Software
repositories

RCS/DMS

0..1
0..n

0..1

Artifact

produces

1..n

0..n

Activity

responsible for

1..n

follows

0..1

1..n
consists of

User Role
Meta-model

0..1

1

1

Discipline

Fig. 3. Software development method metamodel and its connection with software repository
concepts.

4.2.

Construction of a Base Method

One of the concepts that plays an important role in our approach is the so called base
method. With the base method, we denote the set of method elements that are typically
used in a particular company when performing development projects. Taking into
account the metamodel described in Section 4.1, the base method of a company includes
its typical disciplines, activities, user roles, artifacts, and relations among them. The
intensity of individual activities and the sequence of their performance is however not
described with the base method as this depends on each particular project settings and its
characteristics. In our approach, the base method represents the baseline to which we
compare the reconstructed method elements and detect deviations.
The construction of a base method is a preliminary step before the reconstruction of
the project specific development method. The simplest way to do this is by analyzing
documentation of past projects or by acquiring this information from project managers.
In some cases, companies even keep their software developments methods documented,
in which case these documents can serve as a good starting point for the construction of
the base method.
Fig. 4 represents an example of a base method constructed according to the existing
documentation for one company that participated in the evaluation. Using the
documentation, we were able to construct the company’s base method consisting of 5
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disciplines, 15 activities, 23 artifacts, 8 user roles, and the relations among them. During
the construction we have also captured 14 rules, which define the presence of a relation
between method elements based on the project characteristics. (e.g. Financial
Calculation - If the project is small then Financial Calculation is not required; If the
project is medium or large then Financial Calculation is required). More details about
the construction are presented in the Section 5.3.
PID

Tender

Contract

Project Plan

Financial Calculation

Benefits Review Plan
Initiate project

Wireframes

Create Wireframes

Manage Functional
Specification

Functional Spec.

Risk Register

Manage Risks

Manage Technical
Specification

Technical Spec.

Meeting Minutes

Workshops/Meetings

Design UI

Design

User Documentation

Technical Docum.

Analyst

Analysis & Design

Regression Tests
Tester

UI Designer

Validate
Document

Custom SDM

Deployment

Test
Resolve bugs

Implementation

Organize &
Coordinate

Project Mngt.

Develop

Technical
Writter

Develop Database
Slicing GUI

Developer

Front-end
Developer

Manage Project
Lifecycle

Developer

Project
Manager

DB Admin

Milestone Report

Unit Test

HTML + CSS code

Source Code

Legend:

Data Schema

Data Model

Discipline

Activity

End Project Report

Artifact

User Role

Project Status Report

Rules

Fig. 4. The company’s base method draft manually created out of the company’s documentation.
It comprises 5 disciplines, 15 activities, 23 artifacts, 8 user roles, and 14 rules. Examples of a rule:
(a) Financial Calculation - If the project is small then Financial Calculation is not required; If the
project is medium or large then Financial Calculation is required, or (b) If the project is small then
Benefits Review Plan is not required; If the project is medium or large then Benefits Review Plan
is optional.

4.3.

Reconstruction of the Software Development Method Elements

Once the base method is defined, we use data from software repositories to reconstruct
activities, artifacts, user roles, and disciplines. In this section we describe how this is
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done. In the guidelines that follow, we take into account the findings on the data that
software repositories include and how well this data is linked (see Section 3).
Reconstructing Artifacts
Artifacts are reconstructed from files that were committed to the repository. This is done
immediately after an issue is being resolved. We check the repository and retrieve all
files that were committed as a consequence of resolving this issue. Then we infer from
the files (by checking their names, file types and if necessary also the file content) which
artifacts from the base method they represent. Techniques that can be used for matching
files to artifacts are many. Machine learning algorithms are useful when we have data to
learn from, i.e. software repositories from past projects. In this case, we create a
classifier which we then use for matching. If this is not available, we acquire additional
information from the company employees so that matching can be done. The algorithm
used in such cases is described at the end of this section.
Reconstructing Activities
After we reconstruct the artifacts as a result of resolving an issue, we go further and
check which activities are connected to these particular artifacts. We do this by checking
the base method where these relationships are defined. In most cases, activities are
connected to one artifact only, thus the reconstruction of the correct activity is not a
problem. The involvement of developers is only required in rare cases, a) when these
relationships are not one to one (an activity produces several artifacts and vice versa,
several activities might be responsible for the creation of one particular artifact) or b)
when we have no artifact which we could use to infer the corresponding activity. This
happens when we deal with an issue that did not commit any file to the repository. In
such cases, we involve the developers to tell which activity is connected to that
particular issue.
User Roles and Disciplines
Similarly, we also reconstruct user roles and disciplines. Since we already know the
activity name, we simply check the base method to retrieve also the names of the
associated user roles and disciplines. Furthermore, for each retrieved user role, we also
retrieve the users (user accounts) that were assigned to this particular activity.
Algorithm for Reconstructing Artifacts and Activities
For matching files to artifacts and issues to activities we use the algorithm that is
described below.
For the algorithm to work, the first step is to go through the base method and capture
keywords that best describe each artifact. In addition, we capture file types that represent
the format in which a specific artifact is usually created. Next, we capture keywords for
the activities without artifacts.
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Example: Keywords and file types for the artifact “Functional specification”
Keywords := {requirement, functional requirement,
non-functional requirement, usability, scalability…}
File types := {doc, docx, rtf, txt, pdf};

Such manual acquisition of this information is only required if we do not have any
data to learn from. If this data is available, i.e. we have access to software repositories of
finished projects, then techniques, such as Bag of Words, TF-IDF or similar can be used
to automatically acquire this information.
The algorithm to match files to artifacts and issues to activities is as follows: for each
resolved issue I, we find all connected commits C. For each such commit C, we classify
each committed file F to an artifact A from the base method BM. We try to do that based
on the file types. If several artifacts (artifact list AL) contain the same file type, we
calculate individual artifacts weights. An artifact weight w for an artifact A tells what is
the likelihood that the file F represents the artifact A from the artifact list AL. The higher
the weight, the higher the likelihood. The weight w is calculated as a sum of TF-IDF
values. The TF-IDF metric ((tfidf=tf(K,A)*idf(K,AL))) is calculated as a product
between frequency of the keyword K in the file F (tf(K,F)=fK,F) and the logarithm of the
ratio between the number of all artifacts A in the artifact list AL and the number of these
artifacts from the artifact list in which the keyword K appears
(idf(K,AL)=log(|AL|/|K∈AL|)). Once the committed files have been successfully
classified to an artifact, we check in the base method which is the activity that is
responsible for the delivery of this artifact.
If the issue under analysis cannot be connected to any commit, and thus we cannot
identify the corresponding activity over connected artifacts, then we reconstruct the
activity directly from the base method by employing a very similar approach (see lines
23-33 in Algorithm 1). Instead of searching for artifact keywords in committed files, we
search for activity keywords in the issue title and description. These are two attributes
that we can find in all issue tracking systems. For clarity reasons (to avoid duplicate
lines), this part is not shown in the algorithm.
The algorithm is represented below. It uses three data structures:
Matrix Weight_KA: a two-dimensional matrix that tells for each keyword K and artifact
A what is the likelihood that K represents A. The likelihood of K representing A is
calculated using TF-IDF.
List Artifacts: a list of artifacts from the BM that contain a specific file type in their file
types set.
List Activities: a list of activities from the BM that are in BM linked to the artifacts
reconstructed during the classification of files linked to a specific issue.
Algorithm 1: Algorithm to reconstruct Artifacts and Activities
1
2
3
4

INPUT:
List ResolvedIssues; //ordered by resolved time ASC
BaseMethod BM;
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5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
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OUTPUT:
// files are classified to artifacts
// issue are classified to activities
// relations between activities and artifacts
Matrix Weight_KA;
Set IssueArtifacts;
for each issue I in ResolvedIssues do
for each commit C in I.connectedCommits do
for each file F in C.files do
if F.type == IgnoreFileType then next file;
List Artifacts = artifactsByFileType(F.type, BM)
If Artifacts.size == 0 then
// new type -> ask project member, update BM
else if Artifacts.size == 1 then
Classify(F, Artifacts[0]);
IssueArtifacts.add(Artifacts[0]);
else
resetAndPopulateMatrix(Weight_KA, Artifacts);
for each artifact A in Artifacts do
for each keyword K in A.keywords do
Weight_KA[K,A]:= tf(K,F)*idf(K,Artifacts)
Artifact, Value = max(sumByA(Weight_KA))
if Value != 0 then
Classify(F, Artifact);
IssueArtifacts.add(Artifact);
else
// ask project member and update BM
if IssueArtifacts.size > 0 then
List Activities = findActByArtifacts(IssueArtifacts, BM);
if Activities.size == 1 then
Classify(I, Activities[0])
else
// ask proj. member (bad practice, new knowledge)
else
/*Issue without artifacts. Same as in lines 23-33,
but this time we use keywords from issue title and
description and as a list all Issues without
artifacts*/
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As a part of the research described in this paper, we developed a computerized tool
(iSPRToolset) that facilitates the application of the proposed approach in a company.
The tool supports the following tasks:
a) The analysis and linkage of the data from tools that comprise software
repositories
b) The creation of a base method
c) The automatic reconstruction of activities, artifacts, user roles, and disciplines
using the algorithm described in Section 4.3.4
d) Various visualizations of the development method elements of the timeline
For more details about the tool check http://ispr.jmlabs.eu and the Appendix.

5. Evaluation
To make the evaluation unbiased, we invited an additional software company to join the
project. In this way, we did not know what tools this company is using to facilitate
development, neither what information it stores in its software repository. The
evaluation comprised the following steps:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Analysis of the company’s software repository
Construction of the company’s base method draft
Reconstruction of the development method elements
Analysis of the project performance

The aim of the first step was to find out whether our assumptions about a) typical
attributes that could be found in a software repository and b) linkage between repository
data (issues, commits, user accounts) hold for this particular company.
In the second step, the goal was to create a draft of the company’s base method.
The step three was dedicated to the evaluation to what extent specific development
method meta elements can be reconstructed from the company’s software.
Finally, the purpose of the fourth step was to evaluate how useful the reconstruction
approach can be if used for controlling the project performance.
In the following, we report on the evaluation findings.

5.1.

Profile of the Company

The company that we analyzed in the evaluation, develops e-business solutions for
Health, Insurance and Telco industries and employs about 50 people. They develop
software by following a combination of agile and traditional approaches. The decision to
involve this particular company into our research was based on the following reasons:
•
•

The company was willing to provide all the necessary information about the
project that seemed appropriate for the evaluation.
The project team members were allowed and willing to commit required time
for the purpose of the evaluation.
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•

5.2.

The company already had a prescribed and documented development method in
place – i.e. guidelines for software development. This was useful as we could
use it as starting point for the construction of the company’s base method.

Analysis of the Software Repository Content

For the selected project, we imported data from three different tools that the company
was using during the project. These were Jira (used as issue tracking system), SVN (used
as revision control system), and LogicalDoc2 (used as document management system).
The first step was to retrieve issues, commits, and users (user accounts). For a summary
report on the data collected see Table 2.
Table 2. Collected data.

Attribute

Value

# of issues retrieved (ITS)
186 – 13a
# of commits retrieved (RCS + DMS)
379 + 166
# of all files
3578
# of users (employees + stakeholders)
15 + 2
a
In case of Jira, 13 issues were excluded as they were
duplicates of other issues, could not be resolved, or were of the
following type meta task.
On the next step, we tried to link commits from SVN and LogicalDoc to Jira Issues.
At first, we did that by extracting issue IDs from commit messages using regular
expressions, such as for example “\b”+JiraProjectKey+”\b){1}[ˆ\w[09]]+\d+”. A similar approach was also used by others [29, 30]. In this way, we were
able to link roughly 70% of all commits with corresponding issues and about 60% of
issues with corresponding commits. These results alone were already promising, as we
linked majority of the commits with issues and vice versa. To improve these results, we
could have used the approach as suggested in 18, but we rather decided for a manual
check via developers so that we also learned how consistent they are in using supporting
tools.3 Together with their help, we were able to link additional 139 commits and 54
issues. 34 (6.2%) commits and 18 (10.4%) issues were left unlinked.
By analyzing unlinked commits, we found 9 of them were made to restructure and
move the repository to a new location. Additional 12 were related to specific changes,
such as upgrade library, add user as developer in pom.xml, fix typo, import files, etc.
The last 13 unlinked commits that were left were all found to be connected with project
management activities and the creation/modification of various related documents.
Similarly, by analyzing unlinked issues we found that they mainly presented system
administration activities, such as increase RAM in test environment, update from java 6
2
3

In LogicalDoc, a commit is perceived as a new version of a file (check-in).
It is important to note here that companies should require from their developers to link commits with issues
otherwise important information is missing. The open-source community seems to be aware of that – in
MongoDB and Hibernate, for example, over 90% of all commits from 2014 are linked to at least one issue
from Jira 19.
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to java 7, install SSL certificate, as well as activities that did not result in the creation of
any artifact (e.g. setup development environment).
Regarding the resolution of users via user accounts, we had no problems, since the
users were using the same usernames for all the systems. On this project, 17 different
people participated, out of which 15 were employees and 2 stakeholders. For details on
the results of linking the data see Table 3.
Table 3. Percentage of issues linked to commits and vice versa.

Attribute
% of commits linked to issues (regex)
% of issues linked to commits (regex)
% of commits linked to issues (regex + manually)
% of issues linked to commits (regex + manually)

Value
68.3
59.5
93.8
89.6

At the end of this step, we also checked how well the development method meta
model corresponds to the company and its expectations from the development method
reconstruction. The company’s CIO was fine with the selected development method
meta elements.

5.3.

Construction of the Base Method Draft

When we asked the company to tell us how they usually develop software (i.e. do they
have any predefined steps, deliverables, techniques, user roles etc. that project team
members need to follow) they gave us a documentation in which they defined basics of
their development method. This included the description of project disciplines and
corresponding activities. For each activity, the documentation also provided a
description of the activity goals and associated artifacts. Each activity was further linked
with user roles responsible for its performance. The described development method also
differentiated among different types of projects. Based on the project size, these were
divided into three groups: small, medium and large. All this information was written in a
series of word files and available to all employees. We constructed the base method by
analyzing the provided documentation. We did that together with one of the company’s
project managers. The base method draft is depicted in Fig. 4. In the next sections, we
describe how this base method served us to reconstruct the development method
elements that were used on the observed project.

5.4.

Reconstruction of the Project Software Development Method Elements

The most important part of the evaluation was to check how well can we reconstruct
development method elements of an observed project by analyzing the data from the
corresponding software repository.
To have a “golden rule”, i.e. to be able to measure how accurate is the reconstruction,
we asked the person that acted as the manager of the observed project, to help us
manually reconstruct the development method elements that were used on the project.
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For each issue, the manager identified connected commits and their files and based on
that concluded what artifacts they represent.4 In case an issue was found that had no
connected commits (this happens when during the resolution of an issue no files are
created), the project manager was asked to tell what activity this issue was about.
Similarly, for the commits and related files that were not identified over issues, the
project manager was asked to classify them into the artifacts they represent. From
activities, we then inferred disciplines and user roles.
In the next step, we used this information as the baseline against which we compared
the results obtained with our algorithm. To measure the quality of the reconstruction, we
used the precision and recall measures, which are known from information retrieval and
pattern recognition. The results are shown in tables below. To fairly judge the quality of
the algorithm, we also compared manually and automatically classified file versions into
artifacts and issues into activities. The reason for this is that some artifacts are created
gradually, through many versions, and are thus connected to many issues. Consequently,
it wouldn’t be enough to limit the comparison on the artifacts only, as these might
reconstruct well only for some of the commits.
Table 4. Precision and recall of the automatically classified file versions to artifacts and issues to
activities.

File version
Issues

Manually
classified
5945
173

Automatically
classified
5908
155

Precision

Recall

F-measure

0.997
0.98

0.991
0.88

0.994
0.93

Table 5. Precision and recall of the automatically reconstructed development method elements
compared to the manually retrieved development method elements.

Method
element
Artifact
Activity
Discipline
User role

Manually
retrieved
15
12
5
8

Automatically
retrieved
12
10
5
7

Precision

Recall

F-measure

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

0.8
0.83
1.00
0.88

0.89
0.91
1.00
0.94

To achieve good results with our reconstruction algorithm, it is crucial that artifacts
are reconstructed with as high precision and recall as possible, as the reconstruction of
other method elements depend on this.
As you can see from the results, the classification of file versions to artifacts yielded
very good results (Table 4, row 1). The reason for this is that artifacts are quite different
in terms of their names, content and formats in which they are created. Thus, we were
able to differentiate among them with a high confidence. The results also show that file
versions did not influence much on the classification accuracy. This is an important

4

This was not that time consuming, as the company uses a special directory structure in revision control
system and document management system to store files that belong to a certain result or artifact. This way
the project manager could conclude already from the place in the directory structure what artifacts an
observed commit's files most probably represents.
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finding as it supports iterative reconstruction of development method elements, i.e. step
by step through the project performance.
The files that were misclassified or were left unclassified, were not many and in most
cases due to one of the following reasons: (a) the file was of an unknown type, i.e. not
defined in the base method – in our case these were mainly fonts of file type woff, eot,
tff…, (b) the file content couldn’t be parsed – these were pdf files that contained
images/scans and at the same time couldn’t be classified based on keywords in their
filenames and file paths, and (c) files that included keywords which are more typical for
some other artifact – in our case this happened for files that represented meeting minutes
(e.g. on one particular meeting they were discussing a lot on the functional specification,
so this word occurred many times in the meeting minutes, and thus the file was classified
as an artifact “functional specification” rather than “meeting minutes”).
Good results in terms of precision and recall were obtained also for the classification
of issues to activities (Table 4, row 2). In most cases, we were able to correctly identify
activities that corresponded to issues by classifying files these issues created.
Table 5 shows results of reconstructing the development method elements. It
compares manually retrieved development method elements with the automatic
reconstruction. As you can see, all the automatic reconstructions were correct (100%
precision) which is not surprising as the classification of files got such a high accuracy.
The recall for activities and artifacts were however not that perfect on the first sight (0.8,
0.83, respectively). Several activities and artifacts were missing in the automatic
reconstruction. The explanation that we got from the project members revealed that the
missing elements were all newly introduced and thus couldn’t be found in the base
method. Let us emphasize however that these results are based on the fully automatic
reconstruction, i.e. without any involvement of the development team. In other words,
the results, presented in tables above, could be improved if the developers were asked
for additional information in cases when classification or reconstruction couldn’t be
done.

5.5.

Checking Project Performance

The algorithm for reconstructing development method elements can be used also during
project performance. In this case, we reconstruct development method elements one by
one, every time an issue is resolved, and check for their compliancy with the base
method. There are several benefits of doing this during project performance. If the
reconstructed development method elements are not compliant with the base method, the
project manager is notified about that and can react by asking responsible project team
members for clarification. In case no suitable argumentation is given, a bad practice was
obviously detected and can also be prevented. However, if those responsible for the
deviation can argument why they declined from what was expected, the base method can
be supplemented by capturing new knowledge in terms of new development method
artifacts or rules that bind project characteristics with some specific development
method element. Additionally, if the project is being checked during its execution by
reconstructing development method elements after each resolved issue, the information
about activities and disciplines can be visualized on a timeline diagram which gives an
interesting insight into the current state of the project – this is only possible if company
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store information about the time planned and spent on the level of issues. It can even
help to detect situations that might represent risk for the project. For example, if the
majority of issues that are being resolved are still connected to activities and disciplines
that should already be finished then it could be that we are at risk that the project will be
late. Some of these analyses, produced with the iSPRToolset for this particular project
are shown in the Appendix.
For the purpose of the evaluation, we simulated the project realization by passing the
issues to our approach, as they were appearing chronologically (ordered ascending by
the resolved date-time attribute) during the analyzed project. For each issue we have
reconstructed the development method elements. The Fig. 5 shows the reconstructed
development method. What is worth to mention is that we improved the base method by
three new development method elements (two artifacts and one user role), which were
detected during the reconstruction and present a new knowledge about development
practice. This happened when the algorithm was not able to classify a file into any of
existing artifacts or an issue into any of existing activities and we thus asked the project
manager for an explanation. He explained that these development method elements are
important but we obviously failed to capture them when we were creating the base
method draft. Final assessment given by the project manager was that he would like to
have our approach and iSPRToolset implemented and available for future projects he
will be working on.
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Discussion

The approach presented in this paper has some limitations that we need to acknowledge.
First, it does not reconstruct all possible development method elements but only some of
them, i.e. disciplines, activities, artifacts, and user roles, to be exact. It also does not
reconstruct the workflow which would tell how exactly the activities followed one
another. Furthermore, it depends on the quality of the data captured in software
repositories. Finally, it requires some effort (although not substantial) from the project
team members in order to work optimally.
On the other hand, to our knowledge, it achieves much more than existing
approaches, which we are aware of. First, it helps the company in capturing and
maintaining its base method, i.e. the method that really reflects how the company is
developing software. Next, it helps the company to conduct development projects in a
way that they are performed consistently and in line with what the company prescribes
with the base method. Also, it helps to detect deviations from the base method as project
is performed. Finally, it only requires small input from the development team.
To further validate the usability of the approach, semi-formal interviews were
conducted with seven project managers of the participating companies. We asked them
the following questions:
a) How do you perceive the suggested approach in terms of its complexity? Could
it be introduced in your company? Do you think it would be accepted by your
employees?
b) What do you expect the main benefits would be of using such approach in your
organization?
c) What would you suggest to make the approach more useful?
The feedback that we received was generally positive. They all agreed the approach is
simple enough to be adopted in their organizations. Since it doesn’t require any
substantial effort from developers or changes that developers would need to introduced
in their everyday practice, the acceptance of the approach is also expected to be high.
As the main benefit, they emphasized the following possibilities offered by the
approach: a) to do retrospective on finished projects, b) to observe project performance
on the fly and identify steps that does not fit their regular practice (i.e. decline from their
base method), c) to keep base method up-to-date, and d) to give more emphasis on
methodological aspects of their development activities (as a side effect). Finally, as a
suggestion for improvement they were all consistent that it would be very useful if we
were able to reconstruct also workflow information, i.e. how exactly activities and their
smaller counterparts (tasks) were performed during an observed project.

7.

Threats to Validity

There are multiple threats to validity that face this research, we will address them in the
context of construct validity, internal validity, external validity and reliability.
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With respect to construct validity, we had to address the fact that we rely upon data
that are created and annotated by project members and are stored in software
repositories. To improve construct validity, we have validated the data and results with
project members and constructed the reconstruction approach based on the insights that
we got from five companies. The threat we face here is also that project members might
not remember all the details from the project and there is no explicit evidence that the
project has been performed as it was reconstructed. We presume that data in software
repositories are unbiased and that project members possess enough information about
how project has been conducted.
From an internal validity point of view, we do not face any threats, since our main
goal was to show that using data from software repositories, we can reconstruct a
development process and method followed on the project. In our evaluation, we
analyzed an already completed project, hence the data should not be biased.
An external validity issue we face is that we evaluated our approach only on one case
study, hence it is hard to justify how generalizable our results are. However, the
approach to reconstruct method elements and perform different analyses is
straightforward: if all the required data are available, it is reasonable to assume that
reconstruction can also be done on other development projects. Among different
organizations, the main difference, when using the proposed approach, is in the base
method, which is specific to the organization and should be defined based on the
company's development practice. Another threat we face is that the data are not of such a
good quality as required. For example, commits and issues might not be linked to that
extend as required. In our case study we were able to link 93.8% of all commits with an
issue. However, this might not be achievable on other projects, since it is up to the
development culture and rules inside a particular organization.
In terms of reliability the accuracy of the annotated data can be a concern as it can
produce biased results. In case of the reconstruction this would give spurious results, but
reconstruction would still be successful. So this threat is more related to the accuracy of
the reconstructed method. To mitigate this threat, the reconstructed method was
validated with project members.

8.

Related Work

There are several works that can be considered related to our research. These can be
grouped into four categories, according to the research fields they come from:
•
•
•
•
•

Method engineering
Software repository mining
Software process discovery
Software process mining
Other related approaches

Note that there is some overlapping among these fields (specifically among the last
three fields), in terms of approaches and techniques that they use. Different names that
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they carry are more a result of the fact that they come from different research groups and
times.

8.1.

Method Engineering

Method engineering is an approach to create software development methods that are
specifically attuned to organizations. In general, the idea lies in the conceptualization,
and construction of new methods and tools (or in the adaptation of existing ones), so that
they best fit requirements of a certain organization. The research on method engineering
has a long tradition. A good introduction to the field can be found in 31. Based on the
method engineering principles, a specific direction has emerged, called situational
method engineering. As the name implies, situational method engineering deals with
developing new methods or adapting existing ones on-the fly, i.e. to meet specific
project situations. In the literature, a number of situational method engineering
approaches were suggested [16, 32, 33]. For an excellent review see 10.
Method engineering and specifically situational method engineering works are related
to our research in general, as they share the same motivation, i.e. to help software
development companies develop software in more disciplined way. In both cases,
development methods are the subject of research with a difference that situational
method engineering approaches require much more human effort to properly work. As
reported in 14 and 16, this is considered one of the main reasons why situational method
engineering approaches hardly penetrate to practice.

8.2.

Software Repository Mining

The analysis of software repository data is a research discipline that deals with the
analysis of rich software repository information to get valuable insights about the
development process and software itself. For a survey, see 34. The works that are
directly related to our research, are for instance 35, 36, or 37. Here, the authors employ
various statistical models, such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation and Latent Semantic
Indexing to cluster unstructured and unlabeled textual data (commit log comments,
source code, documentation, mailing lists, etc.) into topics. Although results show that
this can be done efficiently, the topics do not convey much information on the
underlying development method, except maybe the main activities, if they can be
inferred from the topics.
In this group, we also include works that deal with software process recovery.
Existing approaches mainly apply supervised and unsupervised techniques, such as bagof-words, summary statistics, topic analysis, and Bayesian classifiers to recover the
development process from a variety of artifacts that were created by developers and can
be obtained from software repositories [21, 22]. These approaches allow for the
recovery of the so called Unified Process Views, which illustrate how the relative
emphasis on different disciplines changes over the course of the project. Detailed
information on activities, user roles, and artifacts are out of scope of these works.
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8.3.

Software Process Discovery

In the field of software process discovery 38, their main objective is to automatically
derive a formal model of a process from the data that was collected during the execution
of a process. Several approaches have been suggested on how this can be done, for
example [39–41]. What these works have in common, is that they only use information
from revision control systems and not also from other systems that usually comprise a
software repository.

8.4.

Software Process Mining

In the field of software process mining, the authors linked data from different software
repositories and apply process mining techniques to derive a process map and identify
inefficiencies, imperfections, and enhance existing process capabilities [23, 42]. They
have used data from software repositories to perform different control and
organizational analyses. However, as part of their analyses, they only focus on the
processes on the level of code review or bug life cycle. The same goes for other work in
this field that employ process mining techniques to recover valuable information [24, 43,
44]. Here, the authors focus on the reconstruction of software processes on the level of
disciplines or on the level of issues, but do not consider activities, user roles and
artifacts, as we do in our research.

8.5.

Other related approaches

There are also other research areas related to our research such as Organizational
patterns, which also can be used to capture software development methods [45, 46, 47].
Mainly organizational patterns are still captured and documented manually, but some of
the researchers are trying to use data from software repositories to detect bad practices
(anti-patterns) [27, 28]. These approaches could benefit from our research since they
could analyze the behavior and patterns on the higher level, level of activities.

9.

Conclusion and Future Work

Software development is a complex and creative task, whose sophisticated results are
increasingly influencing our daily lives in various ways. Due to the nature of this work, it
is important that each company has a method in place to manage, control, and guide the
work of software developers and project managers. Otherwise, confusion may ensue,
leading to project failures, low quality of the developed software and higher
maintenance costs.
To manage software projects, companies often use different supporting tools, such as
issue tracking systems, revision control systems, document management systems, code
review tools, and others. Their main goal is to support the work of developers. Each tool
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per se contains a lot of information and valuable knowledge on how a project has been
performed in practice. However, to obtain an even better overview of the development
process as a whole, the information from these tools can be linked. Linked data can then
be used to reconstruct what really happens behind those projects and eventually to learn,
among others, why some projects go well and others do not.
In this paper, we described how the data from different software repositories (issue
tracking system, revision control system, document management system) can be used to
reconstruct valuable information on the project performance with only a little
involvement of the developers. The aim of the paper was to demonstrate that using and
linking the data from tools comprising software repositories, allows us to reconstruct the
development method in more details than existing approaches do. Furthermore, the aim
was to show that it is possible to capture the actual ways of working in an organization,
in a form of a base method, which can be constantly kept up-to-date without any
significant involvement of developers.
To identify the information that can be retrieved from software repositories we have
cooperated with five companies, which shared their data with us. Based on the findings
we have developed an approach to reconstruct development practice. We have evaluated
the approach on a real software repository shared by an additional company. The results
show that software repository information suffice for the reconstruction of various
aspects of development process, i.e. disciplines, activities, roles, and artifacts.
As part of our future work we plan to gather data from other software repositories and
include it into the process of reconstruction. With this we expect to rise the
reconstruction accuracy and level of details reconstructed. We also plan to use the
approach on other software projects to see how it performs in real-time manner
(monitor, control, guide).
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Appendix A. Project Performance Analyses
In this appendix, we provide examples of visualizations that have been created during
the evaluation phase based on the information created with the iSPRToolset
(http://ispr.jmlabs.eu). The aim is to show that there are other insights on the project
performance that we get by following the proposed approach and might be beneficial for
project managers.
The reconstructed method elements in combination with other information available
from the software repositories (e.g. worklogs – each user logs hours spent working on a
specific issue) provide a basis for different project analyses. All figures in this section
are created using the data provided by the participating company.
Using the information about the worklogs allows us to observe on a daily basis how
much time (effort) was spent per discipline, activity, or user role. This tells us, for
instance, for which part of the project the most time was spent. Furthermore, we also
have a possibility to analyze the total time spent for a particular discipline, activity, or
user role. The daily intensity of particular discipline/activity/user role is presented on the
right-hand side of Figures 6, 7, and 8.
Before acquiring a project, companies typically prepare a tender for which they also
estimate the time that will be needed for a particular activity on the project in order to
estimate the total costs of the project. The comparison of the actual and estimated time
allows us to detect for which disciplines/activities/user roles developers spent more time
than expected. This information is very important to project managers and can help them
to make better estimations on new projects. In our case, the observed company, in order
to prepare a tender and to estimate the project costs, does an internal financial
calculation as part of which they also estimate the time needed for a particular task on
the project. All this information is documented in an Excel file, which is classified to the
Financial Calculation artefact from the base method. We used this information to gather
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information about the estimated time for each activity and consequently also for each
discipline. The comparison of the estimated and actual time is presented on the left-hand
side of Figures 6, 7, and 8. It shows what portion of time was planned for a particular
discipline/activity/user role and what portion was actually spent. With this comparison,
project manager can identify project activities (and roles) that required more time than
was expected.
It is a rule in the observed company that at the beginning of each project they also
prepare a project plan, which includes the timeline of a project - often presented with a
gantt chart. From the gantt chart we gathered the information about the timespan of a
particular task and when it was planned to be resolved. We used this information to
visualize how the expected timeline deviated from the actual one. The information from
the gantt chart is integrated into the actual timeline of a project and is presented with
light blue rectangles in Figures 6 and 8.

Fig. 6. Intensity of particular disciplines.
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Fig. 7. Analysis on the level of user roles.
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Fig. 8. Analysis on the level of activities
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